
Disclosure to Promote the Right To Information

Whereas the Parliament of India has set out to provide a practical regime of right to 
information for citizens to secure access to information under the control of public authorities, 
in order to promote transparency and accountability in the working of every public authority, 
and whereas the attached publication of the Bureau of Indian Standards is of particular interest 
to the public, particularly disadvantaged communities and those engaged in the pursuit of 
education and knowledge, the attached public safety standard is made available to promote the 
timely dissemination of this information in an accurate manner to the public. 
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NATIONAL FOREWORD

This Indian Standard (Part 1) (Second Revision) which is identical with ISO 3098-2:2000 ‘Technical
product documentation — Lettering — Part 2: Latin alphabet, numerals and marks’ issued by the
International Organization for Standardization (ISO) was adopted by the Bureau of Indian Standards on
the recommendation of the Drawings Sectional Committee and approval of the Production and General
Engineering Division Council.

IS 9609 (Part 1) :1983 ‘Lettering for technical drawings: Part 1 English lettering (first revkion)’ which is
identical with ISO 3098-1 :1974 was adopted by the Bureau of Indian Standards in 1983. Subsequently
Amendment No. 1 was issued in June 1986 rewording the title as ‘Lettering on technical drawings —
Part 1 : English characters’ and ISO title as ‘Technical drawings — Lettering — Part 1 : Currently
used characters’. IS 9609:1983 was also renumbered as IS 9609 (Part 1) :1983.

Now ISO has rearranged all the parts of ISO 3098 and this second edition of ISO 3098-2:2000 cancels
and replaces the first edition of ISO 3098-1 :1974 and titled as ‘Technical product documentation —
Lettering — Part 2: Latin alphabet, numerals and marks’.

This Part 2 of ISO 3098 has been renumbered as Part 1 in order to maintain the sequence of part
numbers of IS 9609 series of IS Standards,

This standard specifies the Latin alphabet, numerals and marks for use on technical drawings
and associated documents with. It primarily concerns letters written with the aid of stencils, but is
equally applicable to freehand lettering or other appropriate methods.

The other parts in this series are:

Part O General requirements
Part 2 Greek alphabet (first revision)
Part 3 Diacritical and particular marks for the Latin alphabet (first revision)
Part 4 Cyrillic alphabet (first revision)
Part 5 Amplified devnagri letters
Part 6 CAD lettering of the Latin alphabet, numerals and marks

The text of ISO Standard has been approved as suitable for publication as an Indian Standard without
deviations. Certain conventions are, however, not identical to those used in Indian Standards. Attention
is particularly drawn to the folIowing:

a) Wherever the words ‘International Standard’ appear referring to this standard, they should
be read as ‘Indian Standard’.

b) Comma (,) has been used as a decimal marker while in Indian Standards, the current practice
is to use a point (.) as the decimal marker.

In this adopted standard, reference appears to the following International Standard. for which Indian
Standard also exists. The corres~onding Indian Standard which is to be substituted in its place is listed
below along with its degree of equivalence for the edition indicated:

International Standard Corresponding Indian Standard

ISO 3098-0 : 19971) Technical IS 9609 (Part O) :2001 Technical product
product documentation — documentation — Lettering: Part OGeneral

Lettering — Part O : GeneraI requirements
requirements

I) ISO 30984:1997 will become Iso 3098.1 with the next revision.

Degree of
Equ~valence

s
Identical
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Indian Standard

TECHNICAL PRODUCT DOCUMENTATION —
LETTERING

PART 1 LATIN ALPHABET, NUMERALS AND MARKS

(Second Revision )

1 Scope

This part of ISO 3098 specifies the Latin alphabet, numerals and marks for use on technical drawings and
associated documents. It primarily concerns letters written with the aid of stencils, but is equally applicable to
freehand lettering or other appropriate methods.

2 Normative reference

The following normative document contains provisions which, through reference in this text, constitute provisions of
this part of ISO 3098. For dated references, subsequent amendments to, or revisions of, this publication do not
apply. However, parties to agreements based on this part of ISO 3098 are encouraged to investigate the possibility
of applying the most recent edition of the normative document indicated below. For undated references, the latest
edition of the normative document referred to applies. Members of ISO and IEC maintain registers of currently valid
International Standards.

ISO 3098-0:1997, Technical product documentation — Lettering — Part O: General requirements,

3 General requirements and dimensions

For the general requirements and the dimensions of characters, numerals and marks, see ISO 3098-0.

To obtain constant line density, avoid blotting at intersecting lines and facilitate writing, the characters shall be
formed so that lines cross, or meet, at approximate right angles.

4 Examples

The following examples are given as a guide to illustrate the application of general requirements and dimensions of
the Latin alphabet, numerals and marks.
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Bureau of Indian Standards

BIS is a statutory institution established under the Bureau of Indian Standards Act, 1986 to promote

harmonious development of the activities of standardization, marking and quality certification of

goods and attending to connected matters in the country.

Copyright

BIS has the copyright of all its publications. No part of these publications may be reproduced in any

form without the prior permission in writing of BIS. This does not preclude the free use, in the course
of implementing the standard, of necessary details, such as symbols and sizes, type or grade

designations. Enquiries relating to copyright be addressed to the Director (Publications), BIS.

Review of Indian Standards

Amendments are issued to standards as the need arises on the basis of comments. Standards are

also reviewed periodically; a standard along with amendments is reaffirmed when such review indicates

that no changes are needed; if the review indicates that changes are needed, it is taken up for revision.

Users of Indian Standards should ascertain that they are in possession of the latest amendments or

edition by referring to the latest issue of ‘BIS Catalogue’ and ‘Standards: Monthly Additions’.

This Indian Standard has been developed from Dot: No. PG WMGP 24 (0530).
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